WATCH HOUSE EAST/PWLL DU QUARRY

ROY THOMAS

PWLL DU QU ARRY
I N T RODU CT I ON
A former Quarry located in the fantastic setting of Pwll Du Bay. The quarry gets sunshine until 12 noon.
Seepage can be an issue after wet weather.

LOCAT I ON

(N GR: 2 5 7 3 5 5 , 1 8 6 8 7 5 )
The Quarry is situated on the west side of Pwll Du Bay. The Bay can be approached from Bishopston village,
situated on the hill above the bay or a long walk down the Bishopston Valley. The bay can also be reached by a
very long walk from Southgate.

ROU T ES

1.Ashes to Ashes 6c The re-geared left hand groove.
2.Forty for Three/Chimera 7b/7c The original route has been extended giving the hard finish.
3.Senser 7c+ Clock some flying time before you solve that tricky clip.
4.Jezebel 7b The central twisting groove.
5.Crock Block 6c The obvious jammed block can't be moved!
6.Old Slapper 7a Work this one out big boy !
7.Skedaddle 7a Typical tight crockerism. Ta for the extra bolts boys!
8.Power Nap 7a Recent new route by Simon.
9.Sleep Easy 7a+ This one's Adam's.
10.Miami Vice 6c Looks good Adam.
11.Un named 5 Routes for the people at last!.
The cleared path along the base of the crag now ends so take to the steep jungle to gain, in 5mins, the upper block
with
12. Cross The Rubicon 7b+ The steep wall with no belay, top out belay on twigs.
Disclaimer
Climbing is a potentially dangerous activity and should only be undertaken by those with suitable experience. Whilst this document attempts to
accurately record the routes at the quarry, mistakes may have occurred in the descriptions and routes can change. Climbers should therefore
make their own judgement of a route before attempting it. Climbers should also make their own judgement on the quality of in-situ equipment.
Bolts and lower-offs may become stolen or damaged. All routes are climbed at your own risk.
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